[Is the replicon model applicable to higher eukaryotes?].
Thirty-five years ago, the Replicon model was proposed by Jacob, Brenner and Cuzin to explain the regulation of the Escherichia coli DNA replication. In this model, a genetic element, the replicator, would function as a target for a positive-acting initiator protein to drive the initiation of replication. This simple idea has been extremely useful in providing a framework to explain how the initiation of DNA replication occurs in all organisms. The identification of autonomously replicating sequences (ARSs) in budding yeast was the first extension of the Replicon model to eukaryotic chromosomes. In the higher eukaryotes, many biochemically defined replication start sites have been identified; nevertheless there is little genetic data indicating that these sites contain DNA sequences that are essential for replication. Moreover, in early Xenopus or Drosophila embryos, specific DNA sequences are not required either for initiating DNA replication or for preventing rereplication within a single cell cycle. This apparently fundamental difference between replicators in yeast and metazoan embryos may be more superficial than initially thought. In fact, during the past several years, an eukaryotic initiator conserved from yeast to man and also present in embryonic cells, the origin recognition complex (ORC), has been characterized, suggesting that the initiation mechanism should be essentially the same in prokaryotes and eukaryotes. In addition, the efficient once-per-cell-cycle replication of DNA is ensured in eukaryotes by a simple two-step mechanism in which the assembly of stable prereplicative complexes (PreRCs) at origins precedes and is temporally separated from the firing of these origins. Regulation of this process by cyclin-dependent kinases ensures that when origins fire, the cell is no longer competent to form new PreRCs. Now, it is important to understand how these complexes are remodeled or disassembled during replication initiation to trigger the transition from a stable origin-bound complex to a mobile replication machine.